ASA Annual Conference
August 5-8, 2005

Workshop 1 - The Potential of Photovoltaics - Brent Nelson
Workshop 3 - Fuel Cell Technology and the Sustainable Hydrogen Economy - John Turner
Workshop 4 - Piezoelectricity: An Enabling Technology for Health and Welfare - Fred Hickernell
Workshop 5 - Energy Savings Achieved by the Use & in the Manufacture of Glass with Solar Control Coatings – Annabelle Pratt
Workshop 6 - Appropriate Technology Now--Two Examples - Paul Arveson
Workshop 7 - Use of Autonomous Vehicles for Improved Stewardship of Natural Resources - Steven Hall
Workshop 8 - Sustainable Solutions for Rwanda: A Case Study - Peter Bosscher
Workshop 9 - Renewable Energy for Sustainable Village Power - Larry Flowers
Workshop 10 - The Rise of Sanitation and the Decline of Pestilence - Joseph Lechner
Workshop 11 - Converting Coconuts into Value-Added Products for Developing Countries - Sarah Gibson, Lindsey Mack, Walter Bradley
Workshop 12 - One Answer is Blowing in the Wind - Jim Green
Workshop 13 - Cape Wind: Energy Asset or Environmental Threat - Jerrold McNatt
Workshop 14 - Lessons Learned from Field Evaluation of Six High-Performance Buildings - Paul Torcellini
Workshop 15 - Ammonia Energy for a Better World - John Holbrook
Workshop 16 - The End of the Age of Oil - Robert Sundell
Workshop 17 - The Hydrogen Energy Economy: Promise or Illusion? - Kenneth Piers
Workshop 18 - Making Personal Technology Work Appropriately - William Jordon, Bill Elmore
Workshop 19 - Incentives for Reducing Emissions From Deforestation in Developing Nations - Kevin Conrad, Ambassador Robert Aisi
Workshop 20 - Called to Care: For the Poor, the Earth and the Great Commission - Martin Price
Workshop 21 - How did it Start? Where Has It Been? Where is it Going? Technology in Messiah College Engineering Dep't - Carl Erikson
Workshop 24 - Commitment to Nuclear Fusion as a Sustainable Energy Source in the Developing World - Robert Kaita
Workshop 25 - Nuclear Energy: Curse or Blessing? - Pavel Hejzlar
Workshop 26 - Nuclear Waste Disposal: The Perspective on One Christian - Tjalle Vandergraaf
Workshop 27 - Nanotechnology: Its Impact on Society and Our Christian Response - Randy Isaac
Workshop 28 - The Moral Neutrality of Technology - Jack Swearingen
Workshop 30 - Butterflies in the Machine (Or ""Renewable"" Doesn't Mean Harmless) - Sean Cordry
Workshop 31 - International Water Resource Development Through Undergraduate Service Learning Course - Michael Guerbert
Workshop 32 - Personal Transportation Technologies for Physically Challenged Persons in the Developing World - Panel
Workshop 33 - Water Management for Agriculture in Arid Zones: Lessons from Smallholder Systems - W. Ray Norman
Workshop 34 - How Students Get Involved With Appropriate Technology Projects Around the World - Dawn Verlander, Carl Erikson Jr
Workshop 35 - Earthkeeping and the Atmosphere? Where does Energy Technology Fit In? - Henry Hengeveld
Workshop 36 - Renewable Energy and the Climate Stabilization Challenge - Lynn Billman
Workshop 38 - What Would Jesus Drive: Biblical & Theological Reflections on Technology as Problem and Solution - Jim Ball
Workshop 39 - Research on the Deterioration of the Genome and Darwinism - Jerry Bergman
Workshop 40 - Chinese Airline Pilot Trainees and Intelligent Design--Cross-Cultural Evangelism - William Colier
Workshop 41 - Your Works are Wonderful: Darwin and Psalm 104 - Harry Cook, John Wood
Workshop 42 - Science as Christian Vocation: The Case of Robert Boyle - Edward Davis
Workshop 43 - Science as Christian Vocation: The Case of Johannes Kepler - Owen Gingerich
Workshop 44 - Future Energy Resources: The Terawatt Challenge-Power, Wisdom, & Understanding - Dennis Hardy
Workshop 45 - One Man's Effort to Care for the Creation - Kenneth J Van Dellen
Workshop 46 - Implications of Evaluation for the Conservation of Imperiled Freshwater Animals - David Campbell
Workshop 47 - The Story of a Bad Theory With No Alternative - David Snoke
Workshop 48 - Is the True Creator an Intelligent Designer? - George Murphy
Workshop 49 - Looking Over God's Shoulder The Nature and Meaning of Design - David Wilcox
Workshop 50 - Chance in the Theology of Leonard HodgsonThomas Woolley
Workshop 51 - Astronomical Ages and Genesis: Straight Transit Time & Its Theological Reception - J. Brian Pitts
Workshop 52 - A Critique of the Jupiter-Venus Conjunction Hypothesis for the Identity Star of the Magi - Sherman Kanagy II
Please preorder CDs, DVDs and VHS tapes by 3:00 Sunday for pickup on Monday. We are happy to ship any order that you wish after this deadline. Cassettes will be available on site until the end of the conference. All formats are available post conference by mail.

Shipping and Handling for Cassettes and CDs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Tapes</th>
<th>Shipping Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-9</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-20</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-50</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Florian Audio Visual**

811 24th Street
Wilson, KS 67490
florian@wtciweb.com